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Abstract

The key idea of the study is the question of the relationship between such categories as “national sovereignty” and “cyberspace”. The authors consider that the current theory of law and positive legal regulation at the present stage do not offer reasonable options for interaction and coexistence of these concepts.

In the conditions of the dramatic changes in the existing realities over the past 30 years, the question arises of the differentiation of legal regulation, which is still more intended to the social relations that existed in the 20th century. Today technical progress is significantly ahead of social, in particular, legal regulation, which, in turn, is seriously tied to the state or, as any law student confirms, “territorial organization of power in a society with sovereignty...”. And here the main question arises about the reasonableness of the above formulation. Is it suitable for existing realities? Or is it itself an obstacle to legalization? The article analyzes various approaches to the legal settlement of relations in cyberspace, as well as offers two options for supranational regulation of these legal relations - through the development and establishment of an extraterritorial international body that will have not only the ability to control public relations within cyberspace, but also special instruments of coercion to influence the citizens of any state, either through the creation of a global system of international acts that will regulate most of the existing questions about the interaction of persons in cyberspace and included a clear mechanism to respond quickly to the emergence of new relations in this sphere.

The authors also consider that the inability at theoretical level to conceptualize the relationship between these categories could lead to the discrediting of such notions as “national state” and “national sovereignty” in the future.
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1. Introduction

Modern innovation and technological achievements of modern society, the development of digital technologies such as virtual and augmented reality, the spread of network communities, passing any state-legal boundaries, ethnopolitical markers, etc., problematize both the concept of the state and its sovereign qualities. Even 20-30 years ago, a person who doubted the power of the Gobbs Leviathan (state) or expressed his opinion about “robotization through globalization” seemed like an eccentric and a dreamer.
Today the idea of a “global village” not only doesn’t seem as utopia, but often scares its reality. At the level of modern theory politicians seriously reflect on virtual technologies and digital subjects of public-power interaction. Within the framework of legal science, the idea of a cyber legal system is firmly shaped, which does not exist within any territorial framework, but nevertheless has all the features of this theoretical category. But the most interesting (or frightening, depending on the subject and context of consideration) is the actors of the new space, the so-called cyberspace, are less concerned about the calculations of scientists and theorists. Giants like Amazon, Facebook, etc. in fact, prove their worth by giving scientists only analytics of their own activities.

Thus, it is simply unreasonable to deny the cardinal changes of the existing realities over the past 30 years. This raises the question of the differentiation of legal regulation, which is still designed to a greater degree on the social relations that existed in the 20th century. Today, technical progress is significantly ahead of the socio-political, in particular, legal regulation, which, in turn, is seriously tied to the state – “the territorial organization of power in a society that has sovereignty ...”.

And there is a whole series of questions, which is, undoubtedly, linked and defined the problems of this work: as the wording is reasonable? Is it appropriate to describe the unfolding realities? Is this a scientific metaphor or an adequate concept to describe a political reality, which can also be used for legal reasoning?

Active using of modern technologies in the citizens’ life in most countries of the world community becomes necessity. But what to do with the main countries duty - protection of the rights and legitimate interests of citizens, which is very complicated in the modern “cyber realities”?

In particular, in the attempts of states to protect the interests of their citizens in a space that does not have geographic boundaries, the problem arises of correlating such categories as national sovereignty and cyberspace.

We consider that the main issue in this context is the modernization of the classical concept of national sovereignty. If today we do not revise the main theoretical categories, we can receive risk of coming to the realization of the principle proclaimed by the Declaration of Independence of Cyberspace: “cyberspace is the so-called terra nullius, to which historically created social regulations and laws are irrelevant and within which they will be recreated again”.

2. Main Part

The theory of sovereignty and its transformation in the XXI century. Obviously, before discussing the transformation of the classical theory of sovereign qualities of the state, it is necessary to distinguish between the two concepts under discussion - sovereignty and hyperspace, highlighting not only their specific characteristics, but also possible common features.

We use for example the classical definition of “sovereignty” which advantageously is treated as a technical category or attributive political and legal quality of the state. In this aspect sovereignty is an integral political and legal quality of the state, a necessary constitutional characteristic reflecting state-territorial integrity, supremacy and legal unity, as well as the ability of the state to be an independent representative of society in the international legal arena, and independently implement fundamental functions, priorities and directions of the legal policy of the latter. In other words, a sovereign state in international law is considered to be such state whose jurisdiction extends over its entire geographical territory and does not depend on the jurisdiction of another state.

Processes of reviewing of “sovereignty” category are regarded today as a natural and rather obvious outcome of the formation of a new stage of internationalization - the global world order.

Moreover the new presentation of format of this category is connected in practical terms with the formation of the global world political order, its standards, parameters and mode of functioning, rules and support systems, and in a

---

theoretical sense - with the formulation of non-state (international) axioms and values, a new planetary cosmopolitan worldview.

It’s clear and understandable, because the main emphasis in political rhetoric and scientific research is not on the objective global trends, socio-cultural dialogue and exchange, but rather on the process of formation of a new post sovereign world order.

Modern project of attaining post sovereignty for legal entities of the state examines and analyzes the state power not as before - in terms of national and cultural uniqueness (proximity or remoteness of the political, social, spiritual, legal, economic and other development), and through the prism of inclusion of states in the formed order, compliance with its standards and legitimation of a political regime by the international community. In this globalist discourse another conceptual series, a different logic for the consideration of problems are used. Thus, the problem of security is transferred from the sovereign territories and viewed in terms of an international point of view (non-territorial, planetary, universal).

The legality and legitimacy of extraordinary situations and emergency regimes is justified not through ensuring integrity, unity, stability of the sovereign state, but through international sanctioning, i.e. recognition of these actions as necessary for the preservation, promotion of a global order and the corresponding ideology.

In general, the processes of development of the global political communication don’t only “introduce” new actors of interaction, but also change the usual forms and technology of recognition and approval of public decision-making. So, today in the global political process, national system of state power serves only one of the actors on par with multinational corporations, non-governmental organizations, the international community and so on. And the solution of global problems, according to a just conclusion Ulrich Beck, “opens new, extra-democratic, extra-state sources of legitimacy justify itself: the vote is replaced approval”7. In this changing format of political cooperation at the global level national forms of legalization and legitimization of public activity are completely ignored, treated as ineffective, inadequate, not meeting the new principles, rules and objectives of the global political process.

Becoming of post sovereign order led to a diffusion of derived from the government's sovereignty category “legitimate and legal violence”, “whereas he discourse of human rights, along with the military interventions and legal actions, - noticed the modern researchers M. Hart and A. Negri, - was part of a gradual movement to delegitimize the violence wielded by nation-states even within their own national territory”8. In this situation the disappearance of the monopoly (sovereign) right of the state to legal and legitimate enforcement introduces disturbing issues: “If the violence wielded by the nation-state is no longer considered legitimate a priori, based on its own legal structures, then how is violence legitimated today? Is all violence equally legitimate? Do Bin Laden and al-Qaeda, for example, have the same legitimacy that the United States military has to exercise violence? Is the violence of Palestinian groups wielded against Israeli citizens just as legitimate as the violence of the Israeli military against Palestinian citizens?” So in the world order “where - continues the above-mentioned author - no violence can be legitimated, all violence can potentially be called terrorism… the contemporary definitions of terrorism are all variable and depend on who defines their central elements: legitimate government, human rights, and rules of war”.

In line with the above, we should make a major theoretical and methodological note for subsequent analysis of processes of desovereignization: quite entrenched in contemporary research practice was the approval of the objectivity of the processes of globalization, or more specifically, the objectivity of the processes of global transformation of the state and law. One can only partially agree with this, since interstate cooperation seems to be natural in solving many global problems. However, this does not mean that the process of global unification of its national law, the withering away of the sovereign quality of public authorities has objective character.

**National sovereignty vs hyperspace.** Thus, national sovereignty is politico-territorial and legal field, which keeps it safe legal policy of a particular state, the organization of public relations in this state and allows limiting the impact of globalization on the relationship entered into by its citizens. Its role has significantly decreased with the development of information communications and technologies, which have created a separate space that is not subject to geographical differentiation.

---


The United States Supreme Court defines cyberspace as a unique medium - known to its users as “cyberspace” - located in no particular geographical location but available to anyone, anywhere in the world, with access to the internet. In turn, the International Organization for Standardization gives the following definition of cyberspace: complicated medium which results from the interaction of people, software and services on the Internet by means of technological devices and networks connected to it, which does not exist in any physical form.

In this way we can conclude that cyberspace is information fields, created on the basis of a general Internet, in which social relations of a legal nature appear, aren’t defining any territorial boundaries.

In light of this, the question of the relationship between the categories cyberspace and national sovereignty in international law is relevant, because the scope of the first phenomenon, as well as the jurisdiction of a particular state, is traditionally determined its territory. Cyberspace is not material and is not subject to geographical scope, so that there is a problem to define a sphere of state jurisdiction on a specific amount of cyberspace. Moreover, the question arises about the very possibility of determining the jurisdictional borders of states in cyberspace.

Undoubtedly, cyberspace is the medium in which, social relations of a legal nature appear. However, in contrast to the legal relationships realized within the territorial jurisdiction, their cyber analogues are not subject of regulation of any specific state, causing a problem of protection of rights and interests of citizens, if they enter into relationships via cyber network.

So, in a case of American Libraries Ass'n v. Pataki the US Court concluded that the geographical scope may not be applicable to the Internet. He proclaimed that users of a particular Internet resource do not know and are not interested in his physical location. The court stated that the Internet protocols were designed to ignore rather than confirm geographic location. In fact, this legal opinion speaks of the uselessness of geographical boundaries in the Internet.

However, there is a categorically different point of view on “territoriality” and the required type of regulation of cyberspace, which is proclaimed and promoted, in particular, by such states as Russia and China. From the point of view of the designated approach, so-called codes of conduct should exist within each specific state, denoting specific country regulation principles of cyberspace. In other words, in this case, the cyber environment is not a sphere of free exchange of information between the actors, regardless of their nationality, citizenship and other characteristics, but rather a part of the national legal system that is quite clearly regulated by positive law.

In any case, it is obvious that at the present stage international law, proceeding mainly from the principle of territoriality, is not ready for a clear settlement of legal conflicts in which non-territorial organizations such as the Internet are involved.

World experience demonstrates quite a number of attempts to establish the boundaries of cyberspace by means of identification. The most predictable method of the principle of sovereignty in cyberspace is the attempt to identify information on the network and its relation to a particular state. For example, websites contain URL indicators of origin like “ru”, “nl”, but this does not contribute to the spread of the sovereignty of a state to relations that arise in connection with the interaction of a particular subject of law with such identified information. Due to the fact that access to specific information in cyberspace can be obtained by any person, regardless of his location, the policy of spreading the jurisdiction of a particular state to particular information in the network is meaningless.

As the information in any case will be in the global access and relationships that arise regarding this information can’t be settled within the jurisdiction of one state, at least due to the fact that in this case the subject of such relationship can’t be a citizen of a country whose information he used.

That is why the definition of jurisdiction on the location of information on the server is not correct. For example, in the case of Steven Rambam v. JDO, the US court found the inadequacy of the criteria for finding a server to establish jurisdiction.

The transfer of the content of one site to the address of another, which is manifested in the presence of cross-references, makes the policy of identifying of Internet resources even more conditional, and is an integral part of the global network. So this characteristic of cyberspace is due to specific of the Internet, and so makes the obvious ineffectiveness of the concept of territoriality and geographical jurisdiction in international law, as in the information space connections with the physical location is almost lost.13

In the context under discussion it should be concluded that there is a need to develop principles of international law that otherwise differentiate the legal regime of cyberspace, and thus solve the problem of possible state-cybernetic conflicts. The problem of exercising national sovereignty and jurisdiction in cyberspace can’t be settled independently in any state, based only on existing national legislation. The solution to this problem is possible only by the adoption of the relevant international convention.

Thus, the introduction of the Internet and Information and Communication Technologies in the field of international legal regulation is necessary, since modern technologies supplant the concept of geographic territoriality. However, such innovations may jeopardize the fundamental principles of traditional international law.

We consider that international law should adapt its dogmas to non-territorial informational formations, in particular, through an adequate interpretation of the category of “national sovereignty”. Only in this case the concept of national sovereignty will be relevant in the context of informational globalization.

David Post and David Johnson also follow this position and saying that many of the jurisdictional and other significant problems arising in the field of comprehensive communication technologies can be solved using one simple principle: the idea of cyberspace as a separate “place” for legal analysis by recognizing the legally significant boundary between cyberspace and the “real world”. They believe that cyberspace cannot and should not be settled by those institutions of international law that carry out legal regulation in material territory.

Consequently, the impossibility of equating the territorial boundaries to virtual is apparent, as well as its impossible to use traditional conception of sovereignty in cyberspace.

From a theoretical point of view the ideal model of regulation of social relations in the framework of cyberspace are the projects of virtual states created in cyberspace. For example, J. Ferguson and R. Mensbach speak that “Free Burmese Coalition” as one of these states. Geographically this state exists only in cyberspace and “offers its support, which is difficult to achieve a geographically”14. Therefore models of such states ideally can protect the rights of their “citizens”, regardless of their geographical location.

Another example that we would like to point out is that in the theory of sovereignty is “embedded” the concept of national-cultural identity and social integrity. At the same time modern hyperspace within the structuration of online communities, groups, and so on use many of these traditional elements, fragmenting and adapting them to define the boundaries of the virtual community and identify.15 In other words, the formed socio-cultural, political and legal mechanisms are used as virtual technologies of “social assemblage”16, delimitation occurs (definition of the boundaries of the virtual community, establishment of virtual markers, symbols, etc.) and identification (friend-or-foe identification, procedures of inclusion in the community, management of turnover, etc.)

Moreover, in the context of the structuration of online communities, there is also the establishment of standards, codes of conduct, ethical standards and authorities (assembly points in network interaction), etc. However, as the leading motivational bases of these “virtual assemblies” in modern hyperspace and the very active actors to a greater degree are not traditional ideological and semantic elements or an orientation toward value–normative unity. But forms of social, political, ethnic, and other self-actualization have free construction and change of the boundaries of social communities and the development of online communication.

This problem, of course, requires a separate research, but here it should be noted that there is an obvious increase in the deep-seated contradictions between associative, network (online) communities, global structures of

hyperspace and off-network (offline, traditional) forms of sociocultural communication and political mobilization on which classical theory of sovereignty is based.

The problem of the relationship between the categories of “national sovereignty” and “cyberspace” assumes an increasing importance since the unsettledness of this issue may entail serious international conflicts and international legal conflicts. We also consider that the inability at the theoretical level to conceptualize this ratio may lead to the discrediting of such notions as “national state” and “national sovereignty” in the future.

3. Conclusion

At present there is an urgent need, firstly, in the conceptualization and meaningful design of cyberspace as a sphere for the implementation of social relations, including the legal type. So, either we consider cyberspace, according to Barlow, a freely functioning and not involving the intervention of the state environment - this is the first, in our opinion, extremely unlikely option. In the case if we attempt to include cyberspace in the existing theoretical categorical and conceptual apparatus, the urgent need to change the existing legal tools, both the fundamental theoretical and the positive legal, becomes quite obvious.

In our opinion, within the framework of the second aspect of this problem, the most promising are two ways:

1) The attempt to design and create outside the territorial international body, which will not only have the ability to control social relations within the framework of cyberspace, but also by special levers of coercion for the impact on the citizens of any state. This option is the “ideal solution” of the posed problem, since in this situation the traditional concept of national sovereignty in international law will not lose its meaning.

Though we consider that the probability of its realization is low, since the creation of such a large-scale structure, having the ability to coercion and not falling within the jurisdiction of one or another state is extremely risky for the international community. An attempt to take such step was envisaged in the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, prepared by the Council of Europe in 200117. The Convention was signed by representatives of 30 countries in November, 2001. It created a transnational body operating in real time and having the ability to delete materials regardless of the physical location of the Internet resource. However, the provisions of the Convention and have not been realized18.

2) Creating a global system of international acts that would regulate the most of existing questions about the interaction of people in cyberspace and included a clear mechanism to respond quickly to the emergence of new relations in this sphere. Thus, the concept of sovereignty in international law would include not only a geographic territory, but also the scope of potential actions and opportunities that a particular state can perform, as an actor in cyberspace. An attempt to create such an agreement has taken Russian Federation in 2011. The concept of the Convention on ensuring international information security was a draft of a global international document covering all the key issues of countering threats from cyberspace in the broad Russian understanding.

However, this approach met with sharp resistance from the United States. US Deputy Secretary of State M. Pozner stated that the proposals “transforming the Internet from a space controlled by a multitude of people and interested parties into a system controlled by central governments” are unacceptable19. In other words, this option is also difficult to realize, because in the opinion of some of the world community, it can contradict basic principles of democracy20.

It is necessary to revise and substantively correct both the theory of sovereign state itself and the analysis of modern digital technologies for transferring the “sovereign characteristics” of state power to the structuration and legal regulation of hyperspace by a number of states. It is obvious that the concept of national sovereignty cannot be applied to the formulated models of a virtual state, since we are not talking about real territory or the jurisdiction of a particular traditional state. However, based on the foregoing, it also follows the conclusion that the idea of a “super-legal” regulation of relations arising in cyberspace can in principle exclude the classical principles of democracy.


understanding of sovereignty in international law or form a new theoretical and practical model of sovereign hyper-sovereignty.
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